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                    Location & Contact

                
                
                    Find us among hotels near St Mark’s Square, Venice

                
                
                    Ease of access is not secondary when talking about Venice, where people almost always get around on foot. The 4-star Hotel Bisanzio is perfectly located, just 150 meters from the city’s main public transportation stop (San Marco – Zaccaria), where all the lines for the other areas of the city and the adjacent islands arrive and depart. Just a stone’s throw from Saint Mark’s Square and 50 meters from the fascinating Riva degliSchiavoni, the Hotel Bisanzio guarantees a peaceful, tranquil stay in a charming neighborhood of Venice that still preserves its historic atmosphere surrounded by old inns and typical small restaurants. Exploring Venice from this location will allow you to discover its secrets and mysterious corners. Just a few steps along Venice’s most famous promenade, the Riva degliSchiavoni, and you will find yourself in front of the Basilica of San Marco and the Ducal Palace, at the steps of the Rialto Bridge, among the masterpieces of the Church of San Zaccaria or in the gardens of the Biennale.
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              Check here to receive emails from us. By submitting this form, you agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms & Conditions.
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            This dialog informs you the status of your form submission
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                    FROM SANTA LUCIA TRAIN STATION AND PIAZZALE ROMA


By private water taxi:


You arrive directly to the Hotel (after about 20 minutes). We recommend that you agree on the price before getting on the taxi and make sure that it is authorized (there will be a yellow band on the sides and its license number).


By vaporetto water bus (public transportation):


From 1st of June to 15th of September (summer) you have to take “vaporetto” number 2, the one in direction to Rialto/San Zaccaria/Lido. After a journey of about 35 minutes across the Grand Canal, you have to get off at San Zaccaria stop.


From 16th September to 31st May (autumn/winter) you have to take “vaporetto” number 1 the one direction to Rialto / San Zaccaria. After a journey of about 45 minutes across the Grand Canal, you have to get off at San Zaccaria stop.


San Zaccaria stop, which is no more than 200 meters from the Hotel. When you get off, follow the Riva degliSchiavoni on the right towards the Church of the Pietà. At the Church, take Calledella Pietà (on the ground you can see a mosaic with the hotel name) and, after a few steps (50 meters), you will find yourself in front of the Hotel.


 


FROM TRONCHETTO (CAR TERMINAL)


By vaporetto water bus (public transportation):


You have to take “vaporetto” number 2, the one in direction to Giudecca/San Zaccaria (left pier). After a journey along the Giudecca Canal of about 30 minutes, you have to get off at San Zaccaria stop.


San Zaccaria stop, which is no more than 150 meters from the Hotel. When you get off, follow the Riva degliSchiavoni on the right towards the Church of the Pietà. At the Church, take Calledella Pietà (on the ground you can see a mosaic with the hotel name) and, after a few steps (50 meters), you will find yourself in front of the Hotel.


 


FROM MARCO POLO AIRPORT


By private water TAXI directly to the Hotel (after about 30 minutes): We recommend that you agree on the price before getting on the taxi and make sure that it is authorized (there will be a yellow band on the sides and its license number).


By one of the ALILAGUNA water shuttles, which depart from the Airport’s pier for the Arsenale or San Zaccaria, (depending on the line you take); in any case, both stops are about 150/200 meters from the Hotel. When you get off, follow the Riva degliSchiavoni towards the Church of the Pietà (you cross one or two bridges).


At the Church, take Calledella Pietà (on the ground you can see a mosaic with the hotel name) and, after a few steps (50 meters), you will find yourself in front of the Hotel.
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                    Hotel Bisanzio GPS: N 45 26.083 E 12 20.720
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                                Riva Schiavoni, Calle della Pietà 3651

30122 Venice, Italy

Tel. +39 041 5203100 | Fax +39 041 5204114

VAT 02041010279 - info@bisanzio.com
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